Phyll s Reeve Workshop
Saturday pril 27, 2019
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Cave Spring Methodist hurch

4505 Hazel Drive
Roanoke, V

4018

The workshop ill be AURA (supply list attached). The cost
for guild members is $50.00 and will include snacks and
drinks. Bring a bag lunch! The work shop will be reserved for
guild members until March 2, then it will be opened up to non¬

guild members for $60.00. The class is limited to the first 20
registrations. We will have a wait list if the class fills up
quickly.
Phyllis is happy to sell the rulers that are required for this quilt at a 15% discount.
She will need to know what rulers and how many by March 23, 2019. You will pay
Phyllis for the rulers the day of the class.
Name:

Address:

City: State: Cell Phone:
Email:
Purchasing Rulers: V-Block Ruler Tucker Trimmer

Payment: Cash Check Check Number

Mail Registration Form and Check (Star Quilters Guild) to:
Dawn Schaben

5452 Linda Lane
Roanoke, YA 24018

AURA

Aura is a beautiful quilt that uses both V-blocks and Shoofly blocks. Everyone has scraps of
fabric at home that they have collected from past projects. Maybe it is a collection of fat quarters
or layer cakes that they want to use to create the "scrappy" look. No matter how the scraps have
been collected, this is a fun quilt to do, and you can make it in any size from a baby to a king just keep cutting scraps. You can choose to make 6 , 9 , or 12 blocks depending on how big
you want the finished quilt top.
Class Requirements
. V-Block ruler-$22.50
• Tucker Trimmer - $20.50

• Seamingly Scrappy Booklet - $ 18.95
Phyllis can provide the rulers for purchase a d can offer us a 15% discount. Will need to knov>>
what riders you want to purchase from Phyllis by Saturday, March 23, 2019.

The book Seamingly Scrappy Booklet is also available on Amazon for less than the price Phyllis
is offering. According to Phyllis we do not need the book to make this quilt. I have purchased the
book through Amazon.

Ai *201%

Phyllis Reeves
Pmreeves529@qmail.com

540-421-5344

lo:oo - 4: oo

Title: Aura
Time: All day class

Cmx-

Description: Everyone has scraps of fabric at home that you have collected from past projects.
Maybe you have fat quarters or layer cakes that you want to use to create the "scrappy" look.

No matter how you have collected your scraps, this is a fun quilt to do and you can make it in any
size from a baby to a king, just keep cutting scraps. Purchase background fabric and a V-block
ruler and you are ready to go. We will be making 9" or 12 finished blocks during class but I will
show you how easy it is to make the blocks any size depending on the look you want.

Supply List for Students
1. Sewing machine and cords
2. Pins, seam ripper, rotary cutter and mat, washable marker (thin)
3. Deb Tucker s V Block ruler
4. Ruler for squaring up Va square triangles (Tucker Trimmer strongly suggested)
5. Scraps of fabric in sizes of 3 !/2 squares (or 4 T squares for the 12 finished

blocks) and 4 squares (or 5 squares for the 12 finished blocks).
6. Background fabric (should be solid or tonal)
7. Optional: Deb Tucker’s Tucker Trimmer and Magic Wand
Before class decide whether you want to make 9 or 12 finished block. The bigger the
blocks, the bigger the circles they create. I recommend the 9 blocks for a lap or twin
and the 12 blocks for a queen.
Before class cut the followin for 9 Blocks
• 3 Vz squares from scrap fabric*
• 3 2 squares from background fabric
• 4 squares from background fabric
• 4 squares from scrap fabric
• 3-4 strips wof from background fabric. Bring extra background fabric to class.
Before class cut the following for 12 Blocks
• 4 2 squares from scrap fabric*
• 4 2 squares from background fabric
• 5 squares from background fabric
• 5 squares from scrap fabric
• 3-5 strips wof from background fabric. Bring extra background fabric to class.

*If you are using fat quarters or large pieces for your scraps, cut 3 IT strips by the width
of your fabric.

CJLiuic .

Yardage and Cutting Instructions Aura

60" x 69" 6x7

Twin
9 finished blocks
69" x 78" 7x8

Queen
84" x 96" 8x10 with 6" piano
key border

9 finished blocks

9 finished blocks

12 finished blocks

21 shoo fly blocks

28 shoo fly blocks

21 shoo fly blocks

21 star blocks
(42) 3 'A "scrap squares
(168) 3 Z i' background squares
(42) 4" background squares
(42) 4" scrap squares
84 center triangles

28 star blocks
(56) 3 Vi " scrap squares
(224) 3 Vi " background squares
(56) 4" background squares
(56) 4" scrap squares
112 center triangles

21 star blocks
(42) 414 " scrap squares
(168) 4 1 " background squares

Lap

(42) 5" background squares
(42) 5" scrap squares
84 center triangles
84 side triangle pairs from

84 side triangle pairs from (7)

112 side triangle pairs from (9)

4" strips
(5) 4" background strips for 1

4" strips
(6) 4" strips background strips

(8) 5" strips

sq. triangles

(6) 5" background strips for 1

for Vi sq. triangles

square triangles

(16) 3 1 " background strips for

(21) 3 '/a 'background strips

(21)4 14 background strips

squares

for squares

for squares

12 star points for border

14 star points for border

12 star points for border

(14) 3 1/2 x 15 1 rectangles

(16) 3 7/ x 15 1 /z" rectangles

(12)3 14 x 20 Vi rectangles

for border

for border

for border

*yardage and strips cut for optional border included

